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Increase Statement Delivery
Ramp up digital throughput and speed to meet business demands
Large banks and international organizations communicate large volumes of sensitive information
to customer bases daily. From financial statements to trade confirmations, these
messages often contain information requiring encrypted protection. While one-off
secure messages might be possible, sending these documents in bulk via applicationinitiated email to millions of customers can quickly overwhelm many common
messaging systems – bringing servers and regular business email
flow to a grinding halt.
Echoworx encryption can scale to infinite growing volume
demands – ensuring millions of statements reach their destinations
securely, without interruptions to regular mail flow. While most
encryption solutions operate on a single mail queue with basic 'First In
First Out' processing, Echoworx is deployed as an instance. This enables messages
to flow securely into a queue, where they are encrypted by an Echoworx
instance before being delivered at a known rate. Sudden increases in message
volume automatically creates new instances to handle the increased load.
Instances are subsequently shut down as volume subsides.

Move to Digital Onboarding
Significantly reduce onboarding times while maintaining compliance
Traditional client onboarding is a process which can take
anywhere from several weeks to a month – a process which can
be cut down to days or minutes when digitized. But, if digital
customer onboarding is a priority, so too must the security of the
information you exchange. And a flexible, yet robust, email data
protection system can help mitigate risk – and streamline your
onboarding process.
Echoworx enables the safe transit of digital application forms, like
loan applications and patient forms, directly to your customer’s
inbox securely as a Secure PDF Attachment – where the attached
document is encrypted, and the message body is not. Passwords
may be created and managed through an easy self-service
registration page. Customers can fill out forms and return them
to your organization via secure email reply options – including
guest compose and contractual workflow options. In the past, this
back-and-forth was done over standard mail or fax.

Get More Secure Delivery Options
Send files and messages safely to anyone, anywhere, on any device
Many organizations have committed to sending sensitive email
containing Personally Identifiable Information (PII) using a
single delivery method, TLS. While TLS is an effective and
seamless way to delivery secure digital mail, this method only
works when a TLS connection is available – you need fallback
options.
With Echoworx, you gain access to eight different ways to
deliver secure email – Web Portal, S/MIME, PGP, PDF,
Attachment (PDF, Office, and ZIP) and TLS with fallback. All
outgoing and incoming messages can be processed against
custom-set encryption policies which automatically apply the
delivery rules you created. If TLS is not supported by a
recipient’s mail server, or if there is something wrong with the
TLS certificate, the email will not go out in the clear. It will be
encrypted and sent via another Echoworx secure delivery method.

Keep Brand Identity Consistent
Ensure sensitive email and files are not mistaken as phish or spam
Large global enterprises need to offer a consistent service
and brand experience across all the communities in which
they operate. This includes multiple languages, under
multiple logos and across geographic jurisdictions.
The Echoworx Email Encryption platform offers extensive
control over branding and language preference. Based on
predefined policies, organizations can apply their unique
logos, colours and notifications automatically, on a
message-by-message basis – with support for 27 languages.
This ensures brand identity remains consistent and assures
recipients of message authenticity – for true message
security without sacrificing user experience.

Get More Ways to Authenticate
Flexible access to sensitive content to prevent breaches and violations
Protecting a sensitive message in transit doesn’t always have to
involve a complex process – lengthy registration, questions and
endless passwords. Sometimes you might just be flipping a quick
email to a client or sending sensitive information to a known
recipient. Or you might have an existing customer portal – and do
not want to ruin a seamless user experience.
Echoworx offers multiple ways to ensure users are who they say
they are – with authentication set according to policy, sender, or
recipient. With access to Echoworx's authentication options you can
eliminate any registration process completely — or dial-up
authentication for more stringent security. Echoworx supports full
OAuth Access, Self-Registration, Shared Secret Passphrase, SSO,
System Generated Verification Codes and Multi-Factor
Authentication (MFA).

Leverage Single Sign On (SSO)
Move away from email links and lengthy login processes
One of the primary complaints we hear about protected
email and documents? Too many login steps and complex
registration processes. With Echoworx your customers
gain access in one step. This means you can remove the
registration process for your customers entirely –
without sacrificing security.
Echoworx enables customers to view secure messages
through your existing portal by leveraging a Single SignOn (SSO) API. When a customer clicks on their secure
email link in the enterprise portal, an API token exchange
grants access to the user’s secure mailbox where their
message can be read. This helps organizations to
exchange messages and documents with customers
safely without requiring them to leave an existing portal
or enter additional authenticating credentials.

Take PGP to the Cloud
Migrate PGP key management in bulk without business interruptions
You have been tasked with integrating PGP on premises
encryption into a centralized cloud-based email
infrastructure. The catch? You cannot disrupt any existing
PGP-dependent relationships while enabling other popular
encryption delivery methods.
Echoworx makes the complex migration process of PGP to
the cloud simple and seamless. Echoworx helps
organizations confidently upgrade legacy in-house systems
with no business interruptions including bulk key and
certificate management to increased messaging capabilities
– without additional staff, training, software, or hardware.
Users who have PGP keys prior to cloud migration are given
the opportunity to upload their key pairs securely –
individually or in bulk. The system may also be set up to
create and manage a new key pair on their behalf.
By moving in-house PGP encryption up to our platform, PGP becomes just another delivery method. Regardless of
what email system is being used, from Microsoft Office 365 to Lotus Notes, the sending experience is frictionless. And,
Echoworx users gain access to additional secure delivery methods, alongside PGP, including Web Portal, TLS (with
fallback), Encrypted PDF, Encrypted Attachments Only (PDF, ZIP, Office XML) and S/MIME.

Enhance Office 365 Email Security
Meet diverse workforces and individual customer requirements
Organizations need to meet the communication needs of a
diverse and evolving workforce and give customers the
best possible service. Privacy and data security, regardless
of location or choice of device, should be an integral part of
this service.
As a Microsoft Trusted Root Member, Echoworx delivers
enhanced value by constantly introducing features to
complement their system. Such as unlimited message
limits, eight delivery options, 27 languages, authentication
options, message recall and tracking, as well as extensive
branding. For existing Office 365 users, Echoworx easily
integrates into the Microsoft desktop and web ecosystem,
providing a convenient ‘Encrypt’ button which can be
appended to the Office 365 Outlook tool bar.

Enable Inbound Encryption
Protect incoming sensitive messages and documents — automatically
Unprotected email and documents sent to your organization containing sensitive
information might be blocked or deleted by content filters.
With Echoworx, organizations gain access to multiple options designed to protect
inbound messages upon arrival. Incoming messages identified through policy
filtering are automatically routed to Echoworx where they are encrypted –
protecting the entire domain. Internal recipients can receive a passwordprotected PDF attachment or be configured to receive a notification containing a
link to a centralized mailbox or web portal. And with options for secure replies,
protection for any additional correspondence is protected – which is great for
contractual exchanges. The sensitive messages are not stored on your mail server
as clear-text – alleviating the need to bring mail servers into scope.
For unregistered, external users (guests), the Echoworx guest compose feature
secures unprompted messages and documents to a specific pre-set address –
great for links on organizational portals. For recurring submissions of sensitive
data over time, self-provisioning options are also available which allow guests to
send encrypted messages to any email address within your registered domain.

Echoworx: It Pays to Be Secure
No one needs to know who your company signed a deal with or when a new announcement release is coming out.
Or, worse, your customer's information falls into malicious hands. Echoworx’s customizable encryption platform is
designed to keep your business, your business.

Designed to adapt to your environment
Our original vision forged over a decade ago remains unchanged: Protect the privacy of people and businesses
throughout the world by making email data protection easier. Echoworx ensures protection without changing the way
your evolving workforce and always connected customers send and receive email. With Echoworx each experience
can be unique to the user. The platform enables administrators to easily set up rules for automatic application of
branding, languages, authentication and delivery methods based on message-by-message basis. And Echoworx’s
reporting capabilities provide statistics, troubleshooting and audit trail information through an intuitive, easy-tonavigate, web-based management console.

Easy to deploy, simple to manage
Echoworx email encryption service is 100 per cent hosted – we do all the heavy lifting. Easy to turn on, deployable in
less than one business day and with its simple point-n-click interface, the Echoworx Encryption Platform is as efficient
as it is powerful. Your email infrastructure might be hosted by Office 365, AWS or you might even be running Lotus
Notes It doesn’t matter – Echoworx simply plugs into your existing infrastructure. And a full proof of concept trial is
available before you go live with our service.

